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Kevin McMahon Announces Retirement
On May 18, the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust (PCT) announced that
long-time president J. Kevin
McMahon is retiring at the end of
this year.
“It has been an
absolute honor to
serve Pittsburgh
for the past 21
years and be a
part of a community that has generously supported and attended
tens of thousands of events and
programs in Pittsburgh’s vibrant
Cultural District,” said McMahon
in a press release. “The Pittsburgh
Cultural Trust is in a very strong
position today because of the incredible collaboration among our

amazing team of highly passionate and skilled professionals, hundreds of loyal volunteers, community leaders on our boards, our
wonderful arts partners and resident companies, and the visionary
philanthropic supporters who
have created a solid foundation
for arts and culture to continually
evolve and thrive for the betterment of Pittsburgh and the region.”
McMahon's tenure began in 2001
and has included the PCT's absorption of the Pittsburgh Dance
Council, First Night Pittsburgh,
the Pittsburgh Children's Festival
and Three Rivers Arts Festival --all of which, as independent entities, struggled financially. Over

the last two decades, the PCT also
introduced the Pittsburgh International Festival of Firsts, expanded
the Broadway in Pittsburgh series,
launched the quarterly gallery
crawls and grew the innovative
shared services program.
The board is expected to soon
launch a national search for his
successor. McMahon plans to
continue teaching as an adjunct
professor at Carnegie Mellon
University after his retirement
from the PCT.

Warhol Plans Pop District
A major new arts district is being
planned, this time on the city's
North Side and anchored by the
Andy Warhol Museum. The formal announcement was made on
May 20.

It will be called The Pop District,
reports Angelica Villa for Arts
News. She explains that the project will span six blocks "and is
aimed at turning the local area
home to the museum’s campus
into a tourist attraction with public art installations and live performances, hoping to draw galleries and local businesses."

The Warhol is a component of the
Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh (CMP). The Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review's Paul Guggenheimer quotes CMP's Steven
Knapp as saying that Pop District
"will demonstrate the role that
museums can and must play in
their communities by serving as
centers of innovation and catalysts of economic development.”

treasure trove of art but without
an endowment."

It could also help the Warhol financially, reports Colin Moynihan
for the New York Times. "When
something like a panic comes
along," he quotes museum director Patrick Moore, "it doubles
down on the idea that [our current
arrangement] is a pretty volatile
business model." Moore adds that
the Warhol "was set up with a

The district is also viewed by
many as a response to the economic realities facing creative
people. "Some sources in the area
say they are seeing changes," explains Villa, "with young artists
opting to stay local due to the
pandemic’s shift towards remote
work and rising living costs in
coastal hubs."

Components will include a performance venue, creative workspace and educational programs,
among others. The $60 million
project will be built in two phases
over about 10 years and is receiving substantial support from local
foundations.
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Locals Win National Awards
Local radio personality Kelly
Dzanaj is among the winners at
this year's Gracie Awards, reports
Matt Grobar for Deadline.com.
The Gracie Awards is a signature
program of the Alliance of
Women in Media (AWM). The
organization was formed in 1951
in advance women in broadcasting and related fields. Introduced
in 1975, the Gracie Awards recognize exemplary programming
created by women, for women
and about women in all facets of
media and entertainment. The
program is named after one of
radio's first female stars, comedic
actress Gracie Allen (1895-1964).

Kelly Dzanaj is a music disc
jockey for Audacy's WBZZ-FM
(a.k.a, "100.7 Star"). Her show
airs weekdays from 2:00 p.m. to
7:00 p.m.
In other news, Pittsburgh Lesbian Correspondents has been
named Outstanding Blog for the
second time at this year's
GLAAD Media Awards. Begun
in 1990 by what was originally
called the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, the
awards honor those in the media
for their representations of the
lesbian, gay, bisexual & transgender (LGBT) community.

Jaffe To Leave Ballet
Susan Jaffe is leaving her post
at the Pittsburgh Ballet
Theatre (PBT) as of this December. She has been PBT's
artistic director since 2020.
The company made the official announcement on May 9.

Jaffe is returning to her longtime professional home: the
American Ballet Theatre
(ABT), which she joined as a
teenage member of the corps
de ballet. Jaffe eventually became the ABT's principal
dancer for more than two decades before retiring as a performer in 2002. She will now
be the New York-based company's artistic director.

The PBT has credited Jaffe for
playing a critical role in successfully navigating the company
through the COVID-19 pandemic.
“We are grateful for the contributions Susan has made to PBT,”
said PBT Board Chair Mary
McKinney Flaherty in a press
release. “I look forward to working with the executive search
committee to identify the next
artistic director.”

www.pittsburghapplause.com

Rostrum May
Sell Masters
Pittsburgh-founded label Rostrum Records is apparently near
a deal to sell part of its master
library, reports Ed Christman for
Billboard.

Rostrum Records was founded in
Pittsburgh in 2003 and helped to
launch the careers of artists such
as Wiz Khalifa and Mac Miller.
The company is based in Los Angeles.
The masters involved are said to
include early recordings by Miller
and Khalifa. They could fetch as
much as $80 million. If a sale
goes through, it will not affect
more recent recordings or Rostrum's operations. An investment
group is rumored to be interested.
Pittsburgh Applause was unable
to obtain any more information at
press time.
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Children’s Museum & Mo Willems
Collaborate Again On Exhibit
Award-winning author and illustrator Mo Willems and the Children's Museum of Pittsburgh
(CMP) are collaborating on a new
interactive exhibit.

Born in 1968, Willems has been
creating and drawing his own
characters since the age of 4. He
became a professional animator in
his 20s and published his children's book in 2003. Willems first
collaborated with the CMP in
2018 in creating an exhibit based
on his popular Pigeon series of
books.

The new project is an interactive
exhibition based on his latest
book, Opposites Abstract. In the
book, Willems uses specific abstract paintings as a means to engage and inspire people of all
ages. The idea for Opposites Abstract came during his time as an
artist educator at the John F. Kennedy Center. Willems created a
series of abstract paintings to
celebrate German composer
Ludwig van Beetrhoven's 250th
birthday. He noticed how people
seemed to find new things in the
paintings and themselves.
“It‘s exciting to explore the concept of opposites that blends so
many artistic media and viewpoints,” said CMP's Anne
Fullenkamp in a press release.

Opera House Groundbreaking
A long-time dream took a big step
toward reality on May 25 with the
official groundbreaking of the
reborn National Negro Opera
House.
Located at 7101 Apple Street in
the city's Homewood neighborhood, the striking Victorian mansion was constructed in the
1890's. It eventually became a
center for African-American artists and home of the National Negro Opera. Artist and businesswoman Jonnet Solomon purchased the property in 2000 and
began a long effort to restore and
revive it. The full history is available online here.

“I’ve been trying to do this for
over 22 years, and we’re finally
here today to make it a reality,”
WESA-FM's Bill O'Driscoll
quotes Solomon. Participating in
the ceremony were Pittsburgh
Mayor Ed Gainey; Brent Leggs of
the African American Cultural
Heritage Action Fund; Sam Reiman of the Richard King Mellon Foundation; soprano Candace Burgess and musician Nelson Harrison.

“We’re thrilled to work with Mo
and his team again to create hands
-on experiences that inspire kids
and families to not only recognize
and blur opposites, but explore
many differences and similarities.”
The "Opposites Abstract" exhibition will premiere at the CMP in
February 2023 and begin its tour
to museums and libraries across
the country in September 2023.

Meyrowitz
Joins Board
Eric Meyrowitz, an executive at
Hearst Television has been named
chairman of the NBC affiliates
board, reports Michael Malone for
Broadcasting+Cable.

Heart Television is the subsidiary
of Hearst Communications that
owns WTAE-TV in Pittsburgh
(an ABC affiliate) among other
stations. NBC is owned by Comcast, which operates Pittsburgh's
cable television franchise.
Meyrowitz succeeds Emily Barr
of the Graham Holdings Corporation's media division, who has
announced her retirement.

About $2 million have been raised
and another $1 million is being
sought. To learn more, read
O'Driscoll's full report.

www.pittsburghapplause.com
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PSO Digitizes Recordings
A preservation effort at the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
(PSO) has saved some 300 audio
recordings that might otherwise
have been lost.
The recordings
involve are of
the PSO when it
was under the
baton of German-American
composer/conductor Andre Previn
(1929-2019). He served as the
PSO's music director from 1976
to 1984. Previn was known for
having a collegial relationship
with the musicians and for expanding the orchestra's repertoire
further into jazz and movie
scores. It was also during his tenure when the symphony first appeared on PBS and Victoria Bond
was signed as affiliate conductor.
Bond was the first woman to earn

a doctoral degree in orchestral
conducting from the Juilliard
School.
A press release explains that most
of the recordings "were captured
on Scotch/3M 227 and Ampex
406 tapes. The formula used in
manufacturing these tapes has
been documented as particularly
susceptible to 'sticky-shed syndrome,' or binder hydrolysis,
making the need for professional
digitization with the ability to
temporarily reverse the hydrolysis
imperative. The degradation of
the reels from the 'sticky-shed'
material, combined with decades
of previous handling and overlooked storage, posed a risk for
permanent loss of the recordings."
Local archival digitization company The MediaPreserve was
hired to carefully transfer the ma-

terial to digital files. They are
now available to the public by
appointment at Heinz Hall with
sample clips available online by
clicking here.
In other news, the PSO has hired
three new musicians: Nicholas
Myers as principal bass, Dylan
Naroff as first violin and Yingchen Zhang as second violin. In
addition, cellist Denielle Wilson
and trombonist Cooper CromwellWhitley have been named to a
two-year pre-professional program for musicians identifying as
Black or African American who
are dedicated to the pursuit of an
orchestral career.
The orchestra has also announced
the election of nine new board
members that include City of
Pittsburgh Mayor Ed Gainey.

Craftivist Coming To Pittsburgh
Noted craftivist Shannon Downey
is making a special appearance
this month at Contemporary
Craft.

as a response to the recently revealed videotape of Donald
Trump using lewd and offensive
language about women.

The term
"craftivist" was
coined in 2003 by
writer Betsy
Greer as a type of
activism that incorporates elements of environmentalism, feminism and anticapitalism into craft arts.
Downey became an online celebrity after posting an image of her
cross-stitch piece titled "Boys will
be Boys." It was created in 2016

On her web site, Downey describes herself as a "queer antiracist, feminist, anti-capitalist,
highly political, and committed to
growth, learning, honesty, and
doing whatever I can to make this
an equitable world. My art generally tackles what I call 'the big
three' systems of oppression:
white supremacy, patriarchy and
capitalism."

www.pittsburghapplause.com

Downey will teach three workshops at Contemporary Craft as
well as lecture on using craft as a
tool for activism. For more information, or to register, click here.
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Channel Pittsburgh Digitally Colorizes
Much of Channel Pittsburgh's
prime time programming is getting
an upgrade this fall --- to color.

Channel Pittsburgh is the latest
project of James A. Richards, the
publisher of Pittsburgh Applause.
The entity's goal is to provide opportunities for local media students
and media artists in a semiprofessional environment akin to
an independent TV station or basic
cable channel. It currently has one
local production, "Pittsburgh
Tempo." But most of the schedule
is composed of public domain material. The majority of this is black
& white.
But starting with the 2022-2023
season, a lot of this material will
be in color. This is thanks to a do-

nation by local entrepreneur Neal
Rabogliatti who obtained a unique
piece of software. That software
is called Pixbim and uses artificial
intelligence to digitally colorize
monochrome video.
"It's not perfect," explains Richards, "as it depends a lot on the
quality of the source material. But
it is still amazing. Converting to
color really seems to breathe new
life in what was already wonderful entertainment."
A test of this will be on June 21.
To mark Pride Month, Channel
Pittsburgh will be showing a digitally colorized version of the
groundbreaking 1919 silent film
"Different from the Others." Considered by many scholars to be
the first gay movie, Channel Pittsburgh has also added a new audio
track (combing a score with sound
effects) and supplementary
visuals (film clips from the era
with custom made title cards).

Come fall, shows starring Bob
Cummings, Jack Benny, Gracie
Allen, Jack Webb, Beverly Garland and others that were originally recorded black & white will
be colorized. So will select movies.
Richards also hopes to have more
local productions; a request for
equipment donation is being made
to a local non-profit organization.
(Various other kinds of support
are needed). He is currently running the station from his apartment, despite the limitation imposed by his health issues.
Channel Pittsburgh can be enjoyed on any Roku-enabled smart
TV or on any internet-accessible
device by visiting
www.channelpittsburgh.org.

Margo lovelace
(1922-2022)
www.pittsburghapplause.com
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Mac Miller
Sentencing
On May 16, another man was
sentenced in the drug-related
death of pioneering Pittsburgh
rapper Mac Miller.
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Liebskind Shares Design
The nation is reeling from more
mass shootings, ranging from a
major city in New York State to a
small town in rural Texas. But the
2018 tragedy at the Tree of Life
Synagogue remains a sad standout. Now the site is to be home to
a new organization whose building is being designed by noted
architect Daniel Libeskind.

Tom Tapp reports for Deadline.com that 49-year-old Stephen
Walker has been sentenced to 17
years in federal prison.

In early May, Architectural Digest (AD) a fascinating article and
renderings. Light, he tells writer
Evan Moffitt, is a theme of his
proposed design. “It’s an amazing, wondrous, and profound Jewish concept that there is light in
darkness.” Check it out by clicking here.

Images

Walker pleaded guilty last year to
distributing fentanyl. He is the
second person to be sentenced
with Ryan Reaves given 11 years
[See Pittsburgh Applause May
2022 - Ed.] The case against a
third man, Cameron Pettit, is
pending.

Seymour’s
Sculpture
It seems even a beloved TV icon
can't always get her way: WESAFM's Bill O'Driscoll reports that
actress Jane Seymour's proposed
sculpture has been rejected by the
city's art commission.
The proposed sculpture would be
a large version of Seymour's
popular "open hearts" line of jewelry and be placed on the Mount
Washington Overlook. For details, read O'Driscoll's article here.
Miss Money headlines this year’s Pride Fest on the city’s North
Side on June 4.

www.pittsburghapplause.com
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SAG-AFTRA Ratifies Pact
More than 92% of SAG-AFTRA
members ratified a new Audio
Commercials Contract. Voting
was done digitally on May 5.

Union leaders encouraged ratification. Local president Heather
Abraham was among them, sending a message to region members
on May 3 emphasizing "how
much the television and advertising industry has changed in the
last 10 years" particularly with the
rise of streaming.
The new contract includes a 10%
increase in session fees, rules regarding nude work, boundaries
involving audition tapes and increases to the union health plan,
among others. Learn more by
clicking here.

“As we move into a digital age,
bold moves and structural
changes had to be made," union
president Fran Drescher explained
in a press release. "Our amazing
negotiating committee heard what
members needed and delivered
new contracts with more money
for streaming, more contributions
to the health plan, limitations on
self-tape auditions, hair and
makeup equity, intimacy protections and more. These contracts
create a baseline upon which to
build a new future.”
Meanwhile, a tentative agreement
has been reached for a new National Code of Fair Practice for
Network Television Broadcasting
(a.k.a. Network Television Code).
The code involves member earnings from working on news
shows, talk shows, daytime soap
operas, variety, reality, game
shows, sports and promotional
announcements. It now goes to
the union's nation board.

Equity Elects
Officers
The results in the officer and
councilor elections at Actors'
Equity Association (AEA) have
been announced. Pittsburgh members are part of the union's Eastern Region.
A press release
explains that a
total of "41 council seats across all
three regions and
representing four
categories
(principal actor, chorus actor, stage manager and at-large)
were filled, effective immediately."
Officers elected or re-elected include Wydetta Carter (1st Vice
President, representing principal
actors); Al Bundonis (2nd Vice
President, representing chorus
actors); Erin Maureen Koster (3rd
Vice President, representing stage
managers) and Sandra Karas as
Secretary/Treasurer.
The union has more than 51,000
members and most positions have
four-year terms. For a full list of
elected councilors is available by
clicking here.

Sasha koledin
(1938-2022)
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New KDKA News Director
Shawn Holder has been named as
KDKA-TV's new news director,
Michael Malone for Broadcasting+Cable.

Holder's career began in Pittsburgh at Cox Media Group's
WPXI-TV in 1994. “We are extremely pleased to welcome
Shawn back," Malone quotes
KDKA's general manager Chris
Cotugno. "[He] possesses nearly

three decades of tremendous experience in local news." Holder is
currently with CBS' station in
Baltimore. He assumes his new
post on July 6.
Meanwhile, parent company
Paramount Global has announced promotions related to its
streaming efforts. Marco Nobili
has been promoted to Executive
Vice President of Paramount+,
where he will lead the strategy
and execution for continued expansion in markets worldwide.
Olivier Jollet has been named
Executive Vice President of Pluto
TV with a similar mission.

Trust Renovation Plans
The two performance spaces and
lobby at Theater Square are to be
remodeled and expanded, the
Pittsburgh Cultural Trust
(PCT) announced on May 23.

panded, and the lobbies for the
box office and restaurant will become one grand space, streamlining and elevating the patron experience.”

Calling them
"hidden gems"
that shouldn't be
hidden, the PCT
is making extensive changes.
Both the 250seat Greer Cabaret and adjacent
Back Stage Bar will be completely reconfigured with major
upgrades.

More specifically, says the PCT's
Scott Shiller, “We are working to
deliberately script the ‘street-toseat’ experience. That involves
bringing guests from Penn Avenue through the lobby, into the
bar area, and then on to the auditorium."
The Trust is working with Moss
Architects and DLR Group on
the design.

“The Theater will transform from
the black box you see now into an
intimate cabaret on par with New
York venues like Joe’s Pub and
54 Below," the PCT's Nick Gigante explains in a press release."
The Backstage Bar will be ex-

www.pittsburghapplause.com

DGA’s
Diversity
Report
A new report issued by the Directors Guild of America (DGA)
indicates that "the percentage of
dramatic television episodes directed by women and directors of
color" continues to increase.

COVID-19 forced productions to
shut down and then reopen in fits
and starts. There were concerns
that the efforts to diversify television directors would be severely
impacted. “When the pandemic
hit," DGA's Lesli Linka Glatter
explains in a press release, "a big
question on our minds was
whether progress on inclusive
hiring would backslide as the production environment changed
radically with the implementation
of necessary COVID Safety Protocols."
The good news is that 34% of
dramatic television episodes in
the 2020-21 season were helmed
by directors of color and 38%
were directed by women. The bad
news: Latino and Asian directors
saw the least gains.
Details have been posted to the
union's web site. This includes pie
charts that illustrate recent hiring
activity. There is also access to a
spreadsheet breaking down each
series. Access it by clicking here.

www.pittsburghaebook.com

Opportunities
The Allegheny Arts Revival Grant program supports the recovery of Allegheny County’s arts and culture community by providing $10,000 general operating grants to organizations and $5,000 to individual artists for the creation
of new work. The deadline is July 1 and information is available from the Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council
(GPAC) by clicking here.
Small businesses in Pittsburgh that have been adversely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic may apply to Comcast NBC for a grant. The program is specifically geared to women and people of color. Applications are being
accepted through June 14. Click Here.
Vincent Lighting Systems is expanding its local production team with three openings.

A request for proposal has been issued by Actors' Equity Association for a certified public accountant firm to
audit Equity’s financial statements for the 2022-2023 fiscal year among other services. Learn more by clicking
here.

Submissions are welcome to those interested in The Bennett Prize which was created to support the fine art practice of a woman painter working in figurative realism. The Bennett Prize, administered by The Pittsburgh Foundation, is awarded biennially and provides $25,000 annually over two consecutive years to the winning artist
($50,000 total). Entry Information.

Various positions across departments and branches at the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh are available. See the
full list. Positions all kinds are also available at the Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh. Click here.

Aspiring filmmakers are welcome to submit their work to the Directors Guild of America (DGA) for their annual
award program. Winners of the DGA Student Film Awards in each category will receive a $2,500 prize from the
DGA and have their films screened at the DGA Theater on future dates to be determined. Details Here.
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1. 2011 film of the 2007/08 financial crises
(with 18-Down)
6. “All Quiet on the Western Front” actor
Ayres, to pals
9. Representative
10. Spock or Sylar for 19-Across
11. See 19-Across
13. Title of Peter Gabriel’s fifth
studio album
14. Golf score term
17. High card in the deck
19. Pittsburgh native and actor who
appeared in the italicized
clues’ answers (with 11-Across)
22. The name of a village in Wales
24. Letters to combat 23-Down?
26. Author of Parable of Talents, initially
27. Fictional mystery writer Queen
29. Smell: Nose as Hear: ___
30. Conclusion
31. 2009 science fiction reboot

7

1. Top hair dryer setting
2. Merrick Garland’s job, initially
3. Military rules, colloquially
4. Another name for wildebeest
5. “__ __ what __ __”
6. 2012 Joseph Gordon-Levitt flick
7. Chicago train
8. Erodes
10. Notorious Moscow TV network
12. Trevor of “The Daily Show”
15. 2006-2010 series about gifted folks
16. Sharp and bloody movie series
18. See 1-Across
19. Striped equine
20. Shoe protrusion
21. Tale
23. Winter desire?
25. Ms. Charisse, to pals
28. Cartoon scream
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